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File #: 17-0654

Status:Type: Contract Agenda Ready

In control: City Council

On agenda: 6/26/2017

Title: Southeast Mesa Bicycle and Pedestrian Pathway, Santan Freeway (202) between Baseline and Elliot
Roads (District 6)

This project will provide a route for pedestrians and bicyclists in neighborhoods near the pathway to
connect with other residential areas and businesses, and provide recreational and exercise activities.
In addition, this pathway provides connectivity between the City’s existing and planned sidewalks,
shared-use pathways, bike lanes, and routes located throughout the area. The new shared-use
pathway corridor will be physically separated from ADOT areas through the construction of a new
access control fence that will also keep pathway users and animals from accidentally entering the
ADOT freeway.  The pathway corridor and facilities (landscaping, irrigation, path surface, lighting, etc.)
will be maintained by the City of Mesa.

Staff recommends awarding the contract to the lowest, responsible bidder, J Banicki Construction Inc,
in the amount of $1,462,058.15, plus an additional $146,205.81 (10%) as a change order allowance,
for a total amount of $1,608,263.96. Funding is available from the 2012 authorized Parks Bonds and
Local Streets Sales Tax.

Sponsors:

Indexes:

Code sections:

Attachments: 1. Council Report, 2. Exhibit A

Action ByDate Action ResultVer.

Southeast Mesa Bicycle and Pedestrian Pathway, Santan Freeway (202) between Baseline and Elliot
Roads (District 6)

This project will provide a route for pedestrians and bicyclists in neighborhoods near the pathway to
connect with other residential areas and businesses, and provide recreational and exercise activities.
In addition, this pathway provides connectivity between the City’s existing and planned sidewalks,
shared-use pathways, bike lanes, and routes located throughout the area. The new shared-use
pathway corridor will be physically separated from ADOT areas through the construction of a new
access control fence that will also keep pathway users and animals from accidentally entering the
ADOT freeway.  The pathway corridor and facilities (landscaping, irrigation, path surface, lighting,
etc.) will be maintained by the City of Mesa.

Staff recommends awarding the contract to the lowest, responsible bidder, J Banicki Construction
Inc, in the amount of $1,462,058.15, plus an additional $146,205.81 (10%) as a change order
allowance, for a total amount of $1,608,263.96. Funding is available from the 2012 authorized Parks
Bonds and Local Streets Sales Tax.
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